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ABSTRACT Object contrast is one of the most important parameters of macromolecular imaging. Low-voltage transmission
electron microscopy has shown an increased atom contrast for carbon materials, indicating that amplitude contrast contributions
increase at a higher rate than phase contrast and inelastic scattering. Here, we studied image contrast using ice-embedded tobacco mosaic virus particles as test samples at 20–80 keV electron energy. The particles showed the expected increase in
contrast for lower energies, but at the same time the 2.3-nm-resolution measure decayed more rapidly. We found a pronounced
signal loss below 60 keV, and therefore we conclude that increased inelastic scattering counteracts increased amplitude
contrast. This model also implies that as long as the amplitude contrast does not increase with resolution, beam damage
and multiple scattering will always win over increased contrast at the lowest energies. Therefore, we cannot expect that low-energy imaging of conventionally prepared samples would provide better data than state-of-the-art 200–300 keV imaging.

INTRODUCTION
In the last 2 years, the introduction of direct electron detection has revolutionized macromolecular imaging of frozenhydrated biological samples (1), and several recent studies
have shown that quasi-atomic imaging of biological macromolecules is no longer a fantasy (2,3). At the same time,
one has to ask, what instrumental improvements could still
have a major impact on the quality of structural imaging,
and what novel experiments on single molecules and in tomography might be possible in future? A comprehensive
overview of available but not yet commonly used novel
methods has already pointed to the use of low electron energies as one interesting approach (4). Low-voltage imaging
has largely been promoted by the carbon-materials community (5,6) because it prohibits one of the beam-damaging
mechanisms for typical carbon-material specimens, i.e.,
knock-on damage, which occurs when incident electrons
hit an atom such that it can be freed from its chemical
bond, e.g., in graphene (7) or at graphene edges (8). With
this low-energy technology, it is even possible to record
movies of single, freestanding organic molecules without
obvious damage, allowing the analysis of dynamical
behavior such as cis-trans isomerization (9). It should be
noted that the accumulated electron dose for such dynamic
experiments is many orders of magnitude higher than the
dose that is known to damage ice-embedded samples in a single recorded image. Thus, one might expect that low voltages
would also be useful for macromolecular imaging of iceSubmitted July 1, 2015, and accepted for publication January 20, 2016.
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embedded biological samples. However, it is well known
from the work of Egerton (10) that for the typical iceembedded biological sample, ionization is the dominant
damaging mechanism, and that this damage increases with
larger electron sample interactions for lower electron
energies.
The only effect that counteracts the increased beam damage for lower electron energy is a higher object contrast,
which can be expected from the nonlinear contributions of
second-order phase and amplitude contrast terms (11) and
an effective amplitude contrast, which increases faster
with decreasing electron energy than phase contrast and
beam damage (aka inelastic scattering) (12). This increased
atomic contrast has been verified in numerical simulations
as well as experimentally for high-resolution atomic imaging of carbon materials (13,14).
In this study, we investigated ice-embedded tobacco
mosaic virus (TMV) particles as a typical test sample, using
their dominant 2.3 nm helical repeat signal as a quantitative
readout. Our study covered a range of incident electron energies from 80 keV down to 20 keV. When decreasing the
electron energy, it is essential to use aberration-corrected
transmission electron microscopes (TEMs), as imaging
aberrations become the dominant factors for reduced resolution at low electron energies (15,16). Recently, it was shown
that even at an electron energy of 20 keV, the information
limit reaches 0.5 nm (5) if Cs correction is applied. The sample contrast analyzed in our study was on a larger scale,
whereas changes in atomic contrast localization, which
certainly are affected by aberration correction (17), played
only a minor role in our imaging conditions.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2016.01.023
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample preparation for low-dose cryo
experiments
TMV (kindly provided by Dr. Anan Kadri, Biologisches Institut, Universität Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany) was used as the test object for all experiments. TMV particles were suspended and diluted in water, and the
suspension was then pipetted onto hydrophilic (glow-discharged) TEM
copper grids covered with holey carbon film (Quantifoil R2/2 grids; Quantifoil Micro Tools, Germany). After plunge-freezing in liquid ethane using a
GATAN Cp3 plunge freezer (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) or an FEI vitrobot
Mark IV plunge freezer (FEI, Hillsboro, OR), the frozen grids were stored
and transported under liquid nitrogen. For imaging in the TEM, they were
mounted into either an Oxford CT3500 or a Gatan 626 cryo holder (both
from Gatan).

Data collection with Cs-corrected, energyfiltering, field emission gun TEMs
Images of vitrified TMV were acquired with two different Zeiss Libra 200
energy-filtering, field emission gun TEMs (EFTEMs, with highly aberration-corrected energy filters), each equipped with a second-order-corrected,
in-column energy filter and imaging Cs corrector (CEOS, Heidelberg, Germany). We collected 20 keV, 40 keV, and 80 keV data using a dedicated
Cs-corrected Libra 200 TEM operating at low voltages (5,6) at Carl Zeiss
Microscopy (Oberkochen, Germany). We collected 60 keV data using the
Cs-corrected Libra 200 Kronos TEM at the University of Heidelberg.
Some 60 keV images (see Fig. 2, A and B) were recorded on a 2k  2k
slow-scan CCD camera (UltraScan 1000; Gatan), and all other data were
acquired on CMOS-based 4k  4k cameras (TemCam-F416; TVIPS, Gauting, Germany).
All images were acquired with an inserted objective aperture. Unfiltered
images were acquired without inserting an energy filter slit aperture,
whereas zero-loss filtered images were acquired by inserting a filter slit
aperture to remove the inelastically scattered part of the electron wave
(electrons with energy loss higher than 10eV were removed). It should be
noted that aberrations of the energy filter can affect high-resolution imaging
if no zero-loss filtering is applied. Thus, our unfiltered images had a reduced
resolution at the atomic level, but relative measurements in a dose series at
2.3 nm resolution were not affected. All image data were recorded at a primary magnification between 40,000 and 57,000.

Electron dose measurements
We determined the electron dose by measuring the current transmitted
through a certain condenser aperture as well as the object area that was illuminated using the condenser aperture. A Faraday cup integrated into the
viewing screen of the TEM allows one to measure the current transmitted
through the aperture when the beam is focused to a spot within the cup.
Thanks to the dedicated Köhler illumination in the Carl Zeiss Libra
TEM, the condenser aperture defines the object area independently of the
illumination setting used (i.e., independently of the convergence angle or
illumination intensity). Therefore, the illuminated object area can be determined from an image of the condenser aperture. The ratio of current to illuminated area gives the electron dose rate for a certain illumination setting.
Multiplication with the exposure time yields the applied electron dose per
image area.

Image processing and data analysis
Images were processed and analyzed using the image-processing software
DigitalMicrograph (DM, version 2.31.734.0; Gatan). Intensity profiles
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across TMV particles were generated using the profile tool of DM, which
calculates integrated intensity profiles. We quantified the contrast between
sample areas with embedded TMV particles and the surrounding ice area by
comparing the interpolated gray value of TMV in the profile with the gray
value of the pure amorphous ice. In the same way, we used the profile tool to
determine the spatial-frequency-dependent signal (layer line intensities)
contained in the power spectra (calculated via the FFT tool of DM) of individual TMV particles.

RESULTS
Guided by the enhanced contrast at energies of %80 keV,
we collected data to investigate the following questions:
What level of spatial resolution can be directly visualized,
and can it be used as a readout for contrast and beam-damage studies? How large is the contrast enhancement with
decreasing electron energy? Does radiation damage limit
the acquisition of useful low-kV data? If we combine
contrast enhancement with increased radiation damage,
how large is the yield of signal in data collected at low electron energies?
High resolution in low-kV, low-dose images
Fig. 1 A shows a typical zero-loss filtered image of TMV
embedded in vitreous ice, recorded with a Cs-corrected EFTEM with an electron energy of 40 kV at an underfocus
of ~100 nm. The image was acquired with an electron
dose of 1.2 e/Å2. The 2.3 nm helical repeat of TMV is
well visible in the image. Note the high virus particle
contrast even at imaging conditions close to focus. At an
accumulated electron dose of 2.3 e/A2, the power spectrum
of the image reveals the presence of the second layer line
(Fig. 1 B), which corresponds to a spatial resolution of
11.5 Å.
This result implies that it may be possible to achieve a
sufficiently high resolution to perform a state-of-the-art
structural analysis under low-kV conditions, but the highresolution signal will decay very rapidly. The expected
enhanced object contrast is verified in close-to-focus images, which points to the expected increased amplitude
contrast at lower imaging energies.
Increased amplitude contrast for weak-phase/
weak-amplitude objects at low kV
Biological specimens are weak-phase objects. Conventional
low-dose images of this type of specimen at higher imaging
energies therefore suffer from low contrast and poor visibility due to the low contribution of amplitude contrast (absorption) and Z contrast (objective aperture).
The traditional way to obtain sufficient contrast is to
employ defocusing, thereby generating phase contrast. Images are usually recorded in underfocus because in this
case the phase contrast and the amplitude contrast add up
at low spatial frequencies, whereas in overfocus the phase
Biophysical Journal 110(4) 776–784
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FIGURE 1 (A) Zero-loss filtered image of TMV particles embedded in vitreous ice, recorded with a Cs-corrected EFTEM with a primary electron energy
of 40 kV at an underfocus of ~100 nm. The image was acquired with an electron dose of 1.2 e/Å2. The same TMV particles were imaged repeatedly to
analyze beam damage with increasing accumulated electron dose. (B–F) Power spectra (FFT) of the images after accumulating the electron dose displayed
in the upper-right corners. At an accumulated electron dose of 2.3 e/Å2 (B), the layer lines corresponding to the 1.15 nm and 2.3 nm helical repeats are
visible, whereas with an increasing accumulated electron dose, the 2.3 nm layer line is fading away (C–F).

contrast and amplitude contrast are reversed and can even
cancel out.
At conventionally used electron energies of R100 keV,
one observes a contrast reversal when the image passes
through the focus. The reason for this contrast reversal is
the dominating defocusing effect for the contrast transfer
function (CTF) and the almost negligible amplitude contrast
at higher imaging energies.
This behavior changes at low electron energies, as shown
in images of vitrified TMV recorded at 60 kV at an underfocus of 1.9 mm (Fig. 2 A) and an overfocus of 2.1 mm
(Fig. 2 B). This observation can be explained by the assumption that the amplitude contrast increases significantly with
decreasing electron energy. In this case, the phase contrast
does not dominate the CTF at low spatial frequencies.

This increase in amplitude contrast is predicted by image
formation theory (11) and was experimentally verified for
different carbon materials (12,14). Our experiments show
an analogous behavior for ice-embedded biological specimens. Of interest, according to carbon studies, this amplitude contribution at low electron energies contains atomic
information, indicating the possible potential for macromolecular imaging at the highest resolution.
Energy dependence of the increased amplitude
contrast at low kV and the effect of increased
inelastic scattering
Scattering theory predicts an increasing interaction between
electrons and matter as the electron energy decreases. This

FIGURE 2 (A and B) Zero-loss filtered images
of TMV particles in vitreous ice, recorded with a
Cs-corrected EFTEM at 60 keV at an underfocus
of 1.9 mm (A) and an overfocus of 2.1 mm (B).
The contrast of the TMV particle with respect to
the embedding ice layer is not inverted when
going from underfocus to overfocus, as one would
expect for conventional imaging at an electron energy above 100 keV: the TMV strand appears dark
on a bright background for both under and overfocus. (C and D) The extracted intensity profiles
across the TMV particles quantitatively support
this observation.

Biophysical Journal 110(4) 776–784
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holds not only for the elastic amplitude and phase contribution but also for the inelastic (sample-damaging) scattering.
It is important to test these different contributions for
different energies. In a simple Gedanken experiment, it becomes obvious that at very low electron energies, there will
no longer be an elastically scattered electron wave transmitted through the specimen, and therefore no usable image
of the sample can be recorded. At the same time, all elec-
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trons will contribute to damaging the specimen. Therefore,
one could expect that the balance between the increasing
amplitude contrast and decreasing transmitted elastic wave
would lead to an optimal specimen contrast at a certain electron energy.
Fig. 3, A–D, show zero-loss filtered images of TMV
embedded in vitreous ice recorded in focus with Cs-corrected EFTEMs. The images were acquired at electron

FIGURE 3 (A–D) Zero-loss filtered images of TMV particles embedded in vitreous ice, recorded with Cs-corrected EFTEMs in focus at electron energies
of 80 keV, 60 keV, 40 keV, and 20 keV, respectively. (E–L) Intensity profiles extracted from the regions of interest depicted as dashed boxes in the images in
(A)–(D). (E)–(H) correspond to the zero-loss filtered data, and (I)–(L) correspond to the unfiltered data. The contrast of the TMV particle against the amorphous ice layer is indicated in each case. Table 1 displays the average contrast in zero-loss filtered and unfiltered images of TMV depending on the electron
energy. The contrast ratio of zero-loss filtered/unfiltered images is given in the bottom row. Fig 3. (M) Visualization of the results shown in Table 1.
Biophysical Journal 110(4) 776–784
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energies of 80 keV, 60 keV, 40 keV, and 20 keV, respectively. The applied electron dose and the ice thickness
around the dashed areas are similar in all four cases. The increase of image contrast with decreasing electron energy is
obvious.
To allow a quantitative comparison of the dependence of
amplitude contrast on electron energy, we extracted intensity
profiles across TMV strands in several data sets (three TMV
strands at 20 keV, eight at 40 keV, five at 60 keV, and five at
80 keV). All images were acquired in focus with Cs-corrected EFTEMs at a similar electron dose. The Cs correction
ensures that the effect of spherical aberration on the CTF
(even in the case of nonlinear image formation) is eliminated. When in addition images are recorded in focus, the
phase contrast contribution is also largely eliminated.
Thus, we can directly test the increased amplitude contrast
contribution, which is known to increase at a higher rate
than the phase contrast contribution (12). For our analysis,
we chose areas with a similar ice thickness of ~40 5 10 nm.
Examples of the extracted intensity profiles are shown in
Fig. 3, E–L. The intensity profiles were extracted from
the regions of interest depicted as dashed boxes in Fig. 3,
A–D. We defined contrast as the image intensity difference
between areas of pure ice Iice and the intensity of areas
with TMV ITMV divided by the intensity in areas of pure
ice, C ¼ (Iice – ITMV)/ Iice.
The contrast for the zero-loss filtered images in Fig. 3,
A–D, was determined to be 4.3% at 80 keV, 6.0% at 60
keV, 8.5% at 40 keV, and 14% at 20 keV (i.e., an increase
by almost a factor of 2 when going from 80 keV down to
40 keV).
To quantify the contrast enhancement generated by zeroloss filtering dependent on electron energy, we acquired
unfiltered images of TMV embedded in amorphous ice in
addition to the zero-loss filtered images and performed the
same analysis as described in the previous section for the
zero-loss filtered images (Fig. 3, I–L). Since we are studying
contrast enhancement at low resolution, and since the influence of chromatic aberration of the filter unit influences only
the high-resolution part of the images, we can neglect chromatic aberrations in further discussion (18). The contrast of
the TMV particles for the unfiltered images was determined
to be 2.1% at 80 keV, 3.4% at 60 keV, 3.8% at 40 keV, and
6.8% at 20 keV (Fig. 3, I–L; corresponding image data not
shown). These data show that for decreasing electron energy, the same amount of contrast enhancement is found
in unfiltered images as in zero-loss filtered data.
The results for a larger data set of unfiltered and zero-loss
filtered images are summarized in Table 1 within Fig. 3,
which shows the averaged results for electron energies of
20, 40, 60, and 80 keV. The bottom row shows the ratio of
amplitude contrast obtained by zero-loss filtering versus
unfiltered imaging. It can be concluded that zero-loss
filtering enhances contrast by a factor of 2 as compared
with unfiltered imaging, in agreement with previous results
Biophysical Journal 110(4) 776–784
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obtained for higher electron energies (18) and completely in
accordance with basic scattering physics. Furthermore, a
slightly higher enhancement of contrast is observed for
lower electron energies. This further increase can be explained by the growing effect of multiple scattering events
in a specimen of the same thickness at lower electron energies, as discussed below.
The results (summarized in Fig. 3, Table 1) are visualized
in Fig. 3 M. The decrease of amplitude contrast with
increasing electron energy can be fitted in a first-order
approximation with a function proportional to the scattering
cross section for electrons in matter, which is proportional to
1/U (where U is the electron energy) (12).
Decreased tolerable electron dose at low kV
In the same way as contrast increases with decreasing electron energy due to the rising scattering cross section, there is
also an increase in radiation damage. Visible indications of
beam damage in ice-embedded biological samples include
loss of structural resolution, ice crystallization, and bubbling
effects of the sample. To elucidate the advantages and disadvantages of low-kV, low-dose imaging, we studied the combined effect of contrast and beam damage. For this purpose,
we analyzed the dependence of the observable beam damage
on the electron energy.
Dependence of ice crystallization on electron
dose and electron energy
Beyond a certain electron dose, amorphous ice begins to
crystallize. The crystallization is initiated in crystal nuclei
and spreads over the amorphous ice film as the total electron
dose increases. When this happens, the specimen structure
will be destroyed by the disruptive force of the ice crystals.
In general, in cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), ice
crystallization is seen as a sign of an excessive electron
dose and a completely destroyed sample. Therefore, we
verified that ice crystallization started at electron doses
that were beyond the doses that are critical for ionization
damage of a biological object for electron energies down
to 20 keV.
We collected several electron-dose image series of TMV
in vitreous ice at electron energies of 20 keV (five experiments), 40 keV (seven experiments), 60 keV (four experiments), and 80 keV (five experiments) to monitor the
accumulated electron dose within the observed specimen
area. Fig. 4 shows one example of TMV strands in vitrified
ice recorded at an electron energy of 60 keV with electron
doses of 9 e/Å2 up to 825 e/Å2. The onset of ice crystallization becomes obvious in Fig. 4 B, where several crystallization nuclei can be detected at an accumulated electron
dose of 245 e/Å2. This electron dose is well beyond the
electron dose applied in low-dose imaging. The appearance
of the TMV strands at this electron dose shows that the
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FIGURE 4 (A–D) Images of TMV in vitreous ice, acquired with a Cs-corrected EFTEM at 60 keV, show beam damage after accumulation of a certain
electron dose. (B) Ice crystallization starts at an accumulated electron dose of ~245 e/Å2. (C) The first signs of bubbling in the TMV can be observed
at an even higher electron dose. (E) Measurements of the minimum accumulated electron dose at which crystallization of amorphous ice becomes detectable
in images of vitrified TMV for the different electron energies. For every observed electron energy, ice crystallization starts at an electron dose that is well
above the electron dose that is critical for structural damage.

TMV structure is already badly damaged. In addition,
bubbling can be observed in Fig. 4, C and D, which show
images acquired with an accumulated electron dose higher
than 300 e/Å2.
For each of the collected image series, we determined the
electron dose at which the first signs of ice crystallization
could be detected. The results of our analysis are summarized in Fig. 4 E. As expected, the minimal electron dose
for ice crystallization increased with increasing electron energy. At each observed electron energy, this electron dose
was well above the critical electron dose for beam damage
of our 2.3 nm structural signal. In the following text we
will focus on this measure only, although we are well aware
that higher resolution may already be affected at a lower
electron dose.
Analysis of structural damage dependent on
electron dose and electron energy
Radiation damage in organic specimens is mainly caused by
ionization of their constituting molecules and ultimately
leads to destruction of the object structure. With an
increasing accumulated electron dose, the object structure
is increasingly affected, until the object is totally deformed.
The scattering cross section for inelastic scattering increases
with decreasing electron energy in proportion to 1/U (where
U is the electron energy). This should be reflected in the

amount of electron dose at which a certain degree of structural damage is observed.
We acquired a significant number of electron dose image
series of TMV embedded in vitreous ice at various electron
energies (five series at 80 keV, two series at 60 keV, nine series at 40 keV, and four series at 20 keV) to analyze the
structural damage depending on the accumulated electron
dose at various electron energies. An example of our analysis is shown in Fig. 1, B–F. Each image was acquired
with an electron dose of 2.3 e/Å2, and the accumulated
electron dose is indicated as an overlay in each image. A
closer look at the data reveals that the layer line of the
2.3 nm helical repeat is visible in the first power spectrum
(Fig. 1 B) but fades away after the third image (Fig. 1 D)
and becomes invisible in the last image (Fig. 1 F), which
corresponds to an accumulated electron dose of 21 e/Å2.
The analysis of the entire data set is summarized in Fig. 5 A.
The data points represent the accumulated electron dose at
which the first layer line of TMV disappears. Obviously,
the tolerable accumulated electron dose decreases with
decreasing electron energy.
Signal/background ratio at low electron energies:
specimen thickness becomes a limiting factor
To avoid beam damage, the applied electron dose must be
decreased with decreasing electron energy. At the same
Biophysical Journal 110(4) 776–784
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FIGURE 5 (A) Decay of the helical periodicity
of TMV in vitreous ice as a function of electron energy. The data points represent the accumulated
electron dose at which the 2.3 nm layer line of
TMV disappears in the power spectrum of the image, as shown for example in Fig. 1, B–F, where the
layer line has disappeared at 21 e/Å2. Each data
point corresponds to one electron dose series. As
expected, radiation damage appears at a lower
accumulated electron dose with decreasing electron
energy. (B) Decay of the SBR of the 2.3 nm helical
layer line of TMV in vitreous ice as a function of accumulated electron dose and electron energy. The data points represent the SBR of the first layer line of
TMV as determined from the power spectrum for a given accumulated electron dose and electron energy. The data imply an optimal yield of object signal at
an energy of ~60 keV for imaging ice-embedded TMV under the chosen experimental conditions. See text for details.

time, contrast is increased significantly. The crucial issue,
therefore, is the amount of signal that can be obtained from
the object under investigation at a certain electron energy.
To examine this issue, we analyzed our data set of zeroloss filtered images of vitrified TMV by determining the
signal/background ratio (SBR) of the first layer line in the
power spectrum of the TMV strands depending on the accumulated electron dose and electron energy. Our data are
summarized in Fig. 5 B. The data are corrected for length
variations in the evaluated TMV strands. This means that
the measured SBR is divided by the square root of the length
of the TMV strand, since the observed SBR is proportional
to the square root of the number of contributing helical repeats, N: SBR ¼ SBRTMV/SQR(length TMV).
We observed a relatively broad scattering of the data
points that might have come from 1) variation in the defocus
value of the images, which can have a strong influence on
the intensity of the layer lines; 2) imperfection of the helical
structure along the averaged TMV rod; and 3) some inaccuracy in dose determination.
The analyzed data imply that the best SBR is obtained at
an electron energy of 60 keV under the chosen experimental
conditions. The 80 keV data points show an almost equally
high SBR, but it is obvious that the SBR is significantly
lower at 40 keV and weakest at 20 keV. This breakdown of
SBR at 40 keV is supported by the fact that the electron detector we used (TVIPS TemCam-F416) has an optimal conversion factor for single electron events at 40 keV electron
energy (Hans R. Tietz, TVIPS, personal communication).
If the conversion factor were equal for all electron energies,
the SBR at 40 keV would be even lower compared with other
electron energies. Similarly, the favorable electron conversion factor for 60 kV electrons could explain why the SBR
is slightly better than it is at an electron energy of 80 kV.
The decreased SBR in the low-kV data results from the
increased scattering cross sections at low electron energies:
around 40 keV the mean free path for inelastic scattering in
amorphous water drops below 40 nm and the mean free path
for inelastic scattering in carbon drops below 20 nm. In our
analysis, we used data collected from TMV strands ~15 nm
thick embedded in a vitrified ice layer with a thickness
of ~40 nm. This means that multiple scattering becomes sigBiophysical Journal 110(4) 776–784

nificant. The amount of elastic scattering that generates both
phase and amplitude contrast is significantly reduced, leading to a decrease of SBR in the images.
DISCUSSION
Investigators have long sought to develop technologies to
improve image contrast for biological samples embedded
in ice. High-brightness electron guns, zero-loss energy
filtering (18–20), and more recently physical phase plates
(21–23) have been tested, but so far none of these techniques
has proven to be a game changer for high-resolution macromolecular imaging. In contrast, direct electron detectors
have proven to be indispensable for any state-of-the-art
high-resolution imaging, and now the use of low electron
energies, which has tremendously improved transmission
electron microscopy for typical carbon materials, could
lead to another paradigm change.
Our experiments have shown that the situation for iceembedded biological macromolecules is not as simple as
that for freestanding carbon materials. From our data, it is
obvious that lowering the energy of the imaging electrons
does indeed improve contrast, but at the same time more
beam damage is accumulated. This is to be expected for
samples in which knock-on damage is not the predominant
damaging mechanism.
Previous work (10,24) and the data presented here can
now be combined in a very intuitive picture. Any kind of
scattering or excitation interaction of the electrons will increase when the energies of the imaging electrons are
decreased. The elastic interaction will yield more phase
and, according to image formation theory and experiment,
even higher amplitude signal, but at the same time inelastic
interactions will increase the level of damage and reduce the
fraction of single elastic scattering events.
The expected larger increase of amplitude contrast
(11,12) is verified here. It leads to an optimal electron energy, such that amplitude contrast is increased more than
inelastic scattering, and thus the net effect results in an
optimal energy for object contrast versus beam damage.
At very low electron energies, however, this effect cannot
sufficiently counteract the increase in multiple scattering
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and the increased beam damage will win. We see this
behavior even for a medium-resolution readout at 2.3 nm,
which strongly suggests that higher resolution would also
not gain from lower electron energies. In addition, multiple
elastic/inelastic scattering increases with the sample thickness or lower electron energy, and in the end all electrons
are scattered inelastically and damage the sample. In other
words, the effective thickness of our conventionally prepared ice-embedded samples increases beyond that of any
usable object. Therefore, we cannot expect that low-energy
imaging of conventionally prepared samples would provide
better data than state-of-the-art 200–300 keV imaging.
Two possible new approaches, however, could change
this picture in the future. First, novel sample-preparation
protocols, such as preparing biomolecules within a largely
reduced embedding structural water layer, could lead to
thinner samples. Second, inelastically scattered electrons
could be used for high-resolution imaging. In that case,
the embedding ice, which effectively increases the specimen
thickness and leads to the majority of inelastically scattered
electrons, could still be accepted. During the imaging process, it would act as a diffuse scatterer, providing an incoherent illumination of the biological sample.
Investigators have obtained very thin samples of carbon
material, e.g., by embedding the material within a sandwich
of graphene layers (25). Future work will have to reveal
whether such samples can also be prepared from biological
macromolecules without changing the macromolecular
structure. In addition, it remains to be tested how changing
the electron dose rate can affect beam damage. Such experiments are now possible because state-of-the-art direct electron detectors allow for movie-data collection at high frame
rates. An analysis of the obtainable resolution and accumulated beam damage, comparable to that reported by Fromm
et al. (2), should yield conclusive data regarding high and
low electron flux at different electron energies ranging
from 80 to 20 keV. Less obvious is the idea of using inelastically scattered electrons for high-resolution imaging. It has
been shown that with the use of a TEM corrected for chromatic aberration, very thick samples can be imaged in three
dimensions (26), but a careful analysis of the resolution obtained from such samples shows that resolution might be
limited to the nanometer range (27).
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